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SimX continues to expand its partnership with the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Space Force to develop innovative training solutions for special operations forces, with four new contracts totaling over $1.5 ...
SimX Receives New U.S. Air Force Contracts to Advance VR Training Programs, Explore Space Warfighter Readiness
This refers, of course, to the admission process for the U.S. Army’s top ... special operations forces of today. Beckwith was convinced the Army needed an even more elite direct action unit ...
How America's Delta Force Maintains Its Elite Status
A decade after U.S. Special Forces killed Osama bin Laden in a Pakistani garrison town, the country’s failure to rein in militant groups could endanger its relations with the United States.
A Decade After Bin Laden’s Killing, Terrorism Still Haunts Pakistan
Nine major U.S. sports unions joined together on Monday to declare their opposition to state legislative efforts restricting the right to vote. A number of voting rights groups say the restrictions ...
Nine Major Sports Unions Join Forces to Oppose U.S. State Voting Restrictions
Senior military commanders, including the son of President Yoweri Museveni, have been named in a case before the International Criminal Court for a wave of abductions and torture––adding new charges ...
Son of Uganda president-led elite force linked to right abuses before January presidential election, lawyers say
WASHINGTON — They're the most elite, lethally trained members of the U.S. military, widely considered the best of the best. And yet in secret Facebook groups exclusively for special operations forces ...
They're the military's most elite. In secret online groups, some spew racism, conspiracies.
Frequented by the likes of Bill Gates and Justin Timberlake, the resort says it can safely turn wastewater into powder.
An Elite Montana Ski Resort Popular Among Celebrities Wants to Turn Sewage Into Snow
The Battle at Itter Castle was possibly the only engagement in which U.S. and German troops fought on the same side. Here's What You Need to Know: German, American, French and eastern European ...
U.S. and Nazi Soldiers Joined Forces in This World War II Battle
NBC's Carol Lee reports that the most elite, lethally trained members of the U.S. military are sharing misinformation in secret Facebook groups exclusively for special operations forces.
Elite members of U.S. military share misinformation in secret Facebook groups
Investigates first shined a spotlight on the issue last fall and has now learned about new problems with the weapon.
Latest misfire by Sig Sauer handgun injures elite special forces soldier in Canada
WASHINGTON — They're the most elite ... of the U.S. military, widely considered the best of the best. And yet in secret Facebook groups exclusively for special operations forces that were ...
In secret Facebook groups, America's best warriors share racist jabs, lies about 2020, even QAnon theories
MacDILL AIR FORCE BASE, Fla. – U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM), the elite group that undertakes some of the military’s most sensitive and high-stakes operations, is putting a priority ...
U.S. Special Forces put priority on developing enabling technologies for encryption and cyber security
The Islamic Republic's Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) broadcast the video on Iranian state-run television on Sunday before a televised speech to the nation by Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei.
Iran state TV shows chilling fake propaganda video showing a missile blowing up US Capitol
Last year, the Trump administration signed an agreement with the Taliban, which committed the U.S. to withdraw its forces by May 1 ... s military and diplomatic elite (once again) turned against ...
Biden: All U.S. Troops Will Leave Afghanistan by 9/11
U.S. forces have been deployed to Afghanistan ... off cities and towns in surges that are exhausting Afghanistan’s elite forces. While a broad consensus has emerged in the United States that ...
What to know about U.S. forces in Afghanistan as withdrawal looms
In a leaked audiotape that offers a glimpse into the behind-the scenes power struggles of Iranian leaders, Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said the Revolutionary Guard call the shots, overruling ...
Iran’s foreign minister, in leaked tape, says elite Revolutionary Guard sets policies
That has raised concerns about future ground-and-air coordination after the departure of the last U.S. and NATO troops. Specific troop levels for individual units of the Afghan forces is classified by ...
Can Afghan Forces Hold Back The Taliban Without U.S., NATO Troops?
Disney+ is celebrating May the 4th, also known as Star Wars Day, in a fitting way — by releasing a new original series in the Star Wars universe. “Star Wars: The Bad Batch,” takes place in the ...
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